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Theatre department present
The Moliere Project
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Medical ethics lecture series
HOLLAND- T h e third and final lecture
in the series "Medical Ethics: Identity
and D i l e m m a s " will be given Tuesday,
December 6, at noon in Holland Community Hospital's Heritage Room.
Dr. Stanley Hauerwas, professor of
theology at the University of Notre Dame,
will address the topic "Why Medicine
Needs the C h u r c h . "
According to Allen Verhey, associate
professor of religion and director of the
series, H a u e r w a s ranks a m o n g the very
best Christian ethicists in the country doing work in medical ethics.
H a u e r w a s did his u n d e r g r a d u a t e work
at Southwestern University, Georgetown,
Texas, earned his B.D. at Yale Divinity
School and his P h D. at Yale University..
His publications include Vision and Vir-

tue (1974), C h a r a c t e r and the Christian
Life (1975), T r u t h f u l n e s s and Tragedy
(1977), A Community of C h a r a c t e r (1981),
and the P e a c e a b l e k i n g d o m (1984), in addition to many essays and reviews.
His work h a s been acclaimed by colleagues in Christian Ethics and by
medical professionals. He received the
Joe Newman Award from the Protective
Service Board of the Council of the
Retarded of South Bend.
Coffee and tea will be provided, and
sandwiches m a y be purchased at the
meeting. The public is welcome to bring a
brown bag lunch.
The series is co-sponsored by Hope College and Holland Community Hospital
and funded by a grant from the Michigan
Council for the Humanities.
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The annual Vespers service w a s held last weekend (Photo by Steve Sajewski).

by John North
The Moliere P r o j e c t , which opened Friday, D e c e m b e r 2nd, is truly a delight, offering not only an evening of comedy, but
also an evening of culture.
The Forced Marriage, the first of the
two plays, is set in period. Clad in the
period dress, the actors portray their
c h a r a c t e r s quite well. Paul Avedisian, as
Sgnarelle (an older gentleman trying to
get out of m a r r i a g e ) , proves to be very
funny. Wearing a curly-haired wig and
" f r i l l y " costume, his actions and stance,
a wide second, lends itself humorous, as
w e l l a s t y p i c a l of t h a t t i m e .
Diana Dorgelo as Doremene and Dan
Dornbos as P a n c r a c e also offer strong
comedic p e r f o r m a n c e s .
In contrast is the second play. The
Would Be Gentleman Set in the 20th century, the play deals with a man trying to
buy culture. Stephen Schwander offers a
humorous portrayal as this fellow, Mr.
J
o
u
r
d
a
n
.

Not to go unsurpassed is the dancing in
this show. Although the play is quite artsy
with modern-day art as the scenery, the
dancing consists of modern, jazz, and just
plain " f u n k " to the tune of "Rock In the
Casbah".
The director, cast and, everyone who
was a p a r t of T h e Moliere P r o j e c t , should
be c o m m e n d e d on such a fine production.
It was not only fun, but also a cultural experience.
The Moliere Project, which was performed last night, runs tonight, Friday,
December 9th, and Saturday, D e c e m b e r
10th. Curtain is at 8.00 p.m. and tickets
may be obtained by calling the ticket office at 392-1449 located in DeWitt
|

Community
to raise funds
for Hope
HOLLAND-The annual Hope College
Holland-Zeeland community c a m p a i g n
will be held Thursday, D e c e m b e r 8, under
the leadership fo L. W. Lamb, of Lamb,
Inc.
The campaign is p a r t of an annual ef' fort by business people in Holland and
Zeeland to raise funds for the College's
current operations. The goal for the 198384 campaign is $220,000.
"Hope College is an important asset to
the Holland-Zeeland a r e a in t e r m s of
The Forced Marriage, the first part
economic, cultural, intellectual, and of The Moliere Project set in the 16th censpiritual impact on our c o m m u n i t y , " said tury. P i c t u r e d are actors Dan Dornbos
Lamb. He pointed out that combined more pictures. (Photo by John G a r d n e r ) .
spending by College and students in the
community amounts to over $60 million
per year.
"Over the y e a r s the ties between Hope
l©tt©rs •..«..«•.. • i < PQ • 2
College and the Holland-Zeeland communities have been strong. We greatly
Philadelphia
PQ- 3
value this association," said P r e s i d e n t
Gordon J . Van Wylen.
How to c o p e . — p g . 4
Business people participating in the
campaign will team up with faculty and
Christmas story ..pg. 6
staff m e m b e r s . Over 50 t e a m s will call on
350 area businesses. The callers will meet
SAC Hitlist
pg. 7
for breakfast at 7:30 a.m. in the Commons
Room of Western Theological S e m i n a r y
Vespers
,t..pg. 7
on the day of the campaign.
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World hunger fast
successful
by Becky Shanks
Once again our annual Thanksgiving
F a s t for World Hunger w a s a success!
P a r t i c i p a n t s in the fast n u m b e r e d 265
(although 275 students signed up orginally). The total contribution by Western
Food Service was $483.73. Donations of
$34.00 w e r e a l s o c o l l e c t e d .
These monetary gifts will be divided
such that Bread for the World receives
half and the Community Action House
(Holland) and the Tiller P r o j e c t
(Kalamazoo) each receives one-fourth.
Although these organization^ all work to
meet the needs of the hungry in this
world, each has concentrated e f f o r t s in a
different a r e a .
Bread for the World's approach to the
problem of hunger can best be described

as a "Christian Citizens' Movement."
M o v e m e n t signifies the g r a s s - r o o t s
nature of how BFW functions within the
democratic process. As a national lobbying group, BFW continues to influence
domestic and foreign policy and build
a w a r e n e s s of hunger as a critical issue.
NOTE: The World Hunger Committee is
a m e m b e r of Bread for the World.
The Community Action House of
Holland works strictly at the local level.
The hungry in our own community
n u m b e r m o r e than any of us c a r e to
recognize. Fortunately, the Community
Action H o u s e is t h e r e for d i r e c t
assistance to people with basic needs,
such as food and clothes.
continued on page 2
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Administration,
student congress,
fail to give support
by BethTrembley
The anchor cannot possibly improve or survive without active
support from the Hope college community. Moral support is nice
but worth very little to the reorganization and reshaping of this
paper. I speak to the entire college community, not to beg for participation, but to point out some of the odds the anchor is up
against. The paper cannot survive in the face of administrative
and student apathy.
When I resigned seven weeks ago, one of the major reasons I
listed in my letter of resignation was the fact that I was chosen as
editor only days before final exams in the spring, yet I was expected to hire a staff before school ended. I noted in my letter that
"it takes at least four weeks to do a proper job of recruitment and
hiring," and that it is "unfair and unrealistic to expect a student to
prepare for the editorship at the time of final exams." Despite this
it was only last Tuesday that the Student Communications Media
Committee chose Bill Monk to serve as editor next semester. As
the new editor, Monk is faced with the same problem that I confronted; finding a staff in time to print an issue for the first full
week of school next semester.
I was extremely disappointed in the SCMC for delaying its decision so long. The committee members had each received copies of
my letter and had even spoken with me at a meeting where I reinforced my feelings concerning the hiring of an editor. Despite the
calm assurances that everything possible would be done to help
the anchor, nothing has changed. The administration seems to
feel that it can do as it pleases and exhibits little regard for the
position of the future editor.
One reason the decison was delayed so long was the lack of applicants for the position of editor; this is indicative of the biggest
problem facing the anchor; student apathy. In discussing the problem of the anchor and apathy. Student Congress has heard proposals to cut the anchor, to make the anchor an English class, and
to cease production of the anchor. I would gently remind Student
Congress that apathy is not only the anchor's problem, but a
campus-wide issue. In fact, this fall's Student Congress elections
were cancelled due to lack of candidates. If the anchor suffers cutbacks or becomes obsolete because of student apathy, how many
other organizations must meet the same fate?
It is my opinion that the anchor should NOT be printed next
semester, but not because of any shut-down by the administration
or Student Congress. Printing should be stopped voluntarily as a
protest against administrative and student apathy and against the
utter lack of support the anchor and its staff have receive from
other student organizations, most notably Student Congress. What
if there were no weekly anchor? Would anybody care? I admit, I
have my doubts. If the anchor shuts down and there is protest,
then it should be reinstated again next fall. If nobody complains,
then I'm sure the administration or Student Congress can find
something else to do with the money in the anchor's budget.

anchor
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A word from
our President
To All Hope Students:
It Is with affection and appreciation
that I extend best wishes to each of you as
we approach the Christmas holidays.
This has been a good semester at Hope.
My thanks to each of you for your part in
all that has been accomplished.
Many of you will be with your famlllesj
over the holidays. I trust this will be a
wonderful time for renewal of family love
and ties, and that your worship and
celebration as families will be especially
meaningful. Some of you will not be able
to be with your family. To you, I extend a
special greeting. I hope that your time
with relatives or friends will be a source
of joy and Inspiration for you.
A special word of appreciation to all
who participated In Christmas Vespers.
This was superbly done! What a wonderfully moving experience this was for ail
who attended. You have enriched our
celebration of the Advent Season.
I trust that this Holiday Season, and our
celebration of Christmas, will be a time of
inspiration, refreshment, and renewal of
mind, body, and spirit for all of us.
Thoughtful reflection on and celebration
of Christ's coming can bring renewed
focus and direction to our lives, and
courage and strength for our activities in
the months ahead.
One verse from a song in the Christmas
Vespers was especially meaningful to me
(though I did alter the third line a bit):
Love in that stable was born—into our
hearts to flow,—innocent babe, living
Lord—make me thy love to know.
Gordon J . Wan Wylen
Christmas, 1983

Semester work
uneven?

To Whom it May Concern,
This Is a letter wishing students all the
luck In the world going Into finals week.
Why do you ask? Why should I wish you
luck when we are competing for grades?
Coming from a member of the Knickerbocker fraternity this does seem uncanny. The next question which might
come to mind is, "He must have a motive
for wishing us this good fortune." Yes,
there Is a motive behind It, It Is simply
because we really do need it.
Since my freshman year, the last two
weeks of the semester are the toughest.
Everything seems to boll down to It. To
most of us, our grades seem to rise of fall
at this point. Why does such a high
percentage of our grade depend on 12.5
percent of the sixteen weeks? I found
myself asking this question while writing
a paper at four In the morning.
The answer Is easy to find. At the begin- continued from pane I
You may not be familiar with tbe Tiller Hunger Committee's first meeting follow- ning of a course, the syllabus Is handed
Project of Kalamazoo. Research carried ing Christmas break: Sunday, January 15 out to provide organization and an idea as
to what will be covered. More often than
out on the Delano Homestead is based on at 6 p.m. in the Haworth room, Phelps.
the recognized need for simple farm
A special thanks to aU who participated not» I find that the syllabus becomes Intechnologies in the poorest countries. By
in the fast and to all of you who supported creasingly revised during the semester
preserving early farm machinery and the "Human Needs and World Security because the "goaT will not be attained:
adapting it to the present needs of rural BUI" with your tetters. The fight against Some professors tend to skip oc delete
development, they help families in third hunger seems unending, but as Christians material while others tend to cram all the
world countries to become more self- we are obliged to continue to do God's will material into the remaining class t i m e
» u f
f i c I e
n t
. with Christ as our example and « vision of Therefore, as a student, deadlines
To team more about the Tiller's how life can be forever Indwelled within become bard to meet.
Would it or would it not be logical if tbe
Research Program, come to the World our hearts.
level of importance was more even during tbe semester's sixteen weeks? it most
certainly would and It would also make
me, at least, f e d that I am not paying four

thousand dollars for just two weeks (I
could save money on aspirins too). Also,
midterm reports and the decision to
withdraw from a class become more of an
aid to the student. As it Is now, one does
not know what a class is like until the last
few weeks. .
So if someone out there In the student
body Is contemplating suicide or dropping
out of school, don't worry you a r e not
alone.
Best of Luck,
Brian Gawlak

Avoid war
by preparing for it?
by Tim Lundgren
In response to Dan Stid's article on
"The Day After", in the December 1
anchor.
His comments were neither original nor
inspiring, but rather a repetition of the
often heard reactionary Republican propaganda. I was especially interested in a
comparison he made between nuclear
bombs and handguns. The exact line was,
"The notion that nuclear bombs cause
wars is just as ridiculous as the idea that
handguns cause m u r d e r s . " As anyone
who has any knowledge of the modern
psychological studies of aggression and
guns is aware, there is a direct correlation between the presence of guns and aggressive responses. In short, the presence
of handguns has been shown to stimulate
aggression leading to murder. I agree
with Stid's statement that the idea that
nuclear weapons cause wars is exactly
like the idea that handguns cause
murders; they're both true.
If we truly want to keep tomorrow from
becoming the 4 Day After', then we must
increase stabilization between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. Increasing militarization is not the road toward peace. We need
to establish more cultural and economic
ties with the Soviet Union so that if a
crisis develops we have other levels^,
beyond strictly mllitiary, on which we
can deal with the Soviets. The way to
avoid war is not by continually preparing
for it, but by dealing with your 'enemies'
in a non-mllltary way.
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On loving our country
by Scott Mulder
I love America. Tm not a freak about it,
and I don't wave an American flag or tape
pictures of Ronald and Nancy on my
bedroom wall, but I do love America. I
love its freedom. 1 love its newness and
vitality and strength. I love looking at a
nickel and being reminded that IN GOD
WE TRUST-as ironic as that is. I love
America because people here have the
power to change things for the better,
because the U.S. is US, you and me. I love
America.
But my love is not lazy. Nor is it blind
and uncritical. That kind of love is no love
at all. I think of the Old Testament prophets Jeremiah, Hosea, and Amos. They
loved their country I s r a e l - h e r laws, her
people, her God. They loved Israel with a
passion, but their love was not blind nor
weak. They were not afraid to rock the
boat if that would get it back on course.
They cried out against their country's
evils when they saw them, even if it turned people against them and cost them
their lives-because they loved Israel and
believed in God's high calling on them.
I think also of a m a n here in America
fifteen years ago by the n a m e of Rev.
Martin Luther King, J r . No man who has
heard his voice could doubt that he loved
his country. He believed in America and
spoke with unequaled power against our
involvement in Vietnam and our racial injustices here in our own home. Because
he loved all that America promised, he
would not sit still and watch his country
deny those promises. He was willing to
lay down his life to see them fulfilled.
I want this kind of faith and courage in
my life. It's not easy. It's easier to accept
everything our country does and to call
that patriotism. But I can't do that. I

know too well that at this moment
Salvadoran and Nicaraguan men and
women, some my own age, lie maimed
and dying-full of American bullets shot
by American trained Contras- and their
blood and pain are on my hands because I
am an American. I need to find out why. I
need to know the truth for myself.
It is possible that our foreign policies
are unjust. In fact, it seems probable. We
are wealthy and fat here in America and
selfishly concerned with our national
well-being and security, while our
neighbors in Central America live in
poverty and oppression. When they
choose to fight and bring about a new]
system in their countries, we shout com- j
munism and send in bullets. To those who
are naked and hungry we offer no clothes,
no food, no love--we offer bullets, and in
so doing, deny the God in whom we trust.
We need to think hard, consider, and
decide if what we are doing is right. If it is
not, then for the love of America and for
the love of those whose voices a r e not
heard, we must speak up because their
blood is on our heads. It's too easy and too
lazy to blame "the government." The
government, in its truest form, is simply
a mirror of the desires of the people-We
the people, you and me. It is our duty and
our honor in a free country to speak up for
Justice-democracy depends on it, and, if
we are thoughtful, our consciences will
demand it.
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Philadelphia semester a unique experience
by Bethany Van Duyne
Is life in Holland, Michigan getting you
down? Do you find you a r e bored with
weekend SAC movies, broccoli quiche,
and Black Coalition dances? Do you
yearn for something different? Maybe for
the challenge and excitment of a big city?
Well, fortunately there is a remedy for
these "Hope College blues." Yes, if you
want to broaden your horizons, have fun,
and learn all at the s a m e time, sign up for
an off-campus semester in a major city
somewhere in the U.S.A.
The particular semester I'd like to talk
about is a very intriguing one. It is the
Philidelphia Urban Semester headed by
Professor Tony Muiderman. Founded in
1968 the Philidelphia Urban Semester is a
unique program that is extraordinary
diverse in its course offerings and work
placements. This program offers an
educational opportunity for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors to investigate a large
city through observation and participation. Students learn and work four days a
week in Job placements that are complimentary to their academic and future
interests.
Muiderman explains that students are
placed in work situations according to
their area of interest. The program faculty work with students as individuals to
choose the best possible and most appropriate placement for their current interests and future goals. The program
has computerized placement files, an expensive network of contact persons, and
faculty m e m b e r s fimiliar with the Individual field supervisors at each placement. All of these resources a r e used

throughout the placement selection process.
An unfortunate misconception about
the "Philly Semester" is that it Is exclusively open to business students or
students pursuing careers along those
lines. Muiderman points out that "the
Philidelphia Urban Semester" offers a
t r e m e n d o u s v a r i e t y of c a r e e r opportunities In all vocations of study and is
open to all students regardless of their
career interests.
To date, 2,500 students throughout the
GLCA have participated in the program.
Places of possible employment include:
advertising agencies, national insurance
and chemical firms, law and architectural firms, museums, non-profit
organizations, homes for children and the
elderly, the city planning commission,
hospitals, TV and radio stations, and
much more. Everything from physical
therapy to financial analysis to public
relations.
The p r i m a r y components of the
semester are field placement, city
seminar, elective seminars, and living
and learning In and about the city.
Academic seminars offered during the
semester are liberal arts based and
designed to relate closely with a student's
experiences In the city, in and out of the
work place. The seminars a r e conducted
by faculty and area professionals, and
are offered according to student Interest.
Students spend one day a week in city
seminar and one evening a week In an
elective seminar.
These seminar*, because of their small

size and the expertise at which they are
taught, provide students an opportunity
to actively participate and interact with
one another. A high degree of professionalism is expected both In class and in
the place of employment.
One of the greatest opportunities of the
Philidelphia Semester is the chance to experience living in the city. Students are
responsible for finding their own housing,
preferably with other GLCA students.
Housing is a very important p a r t of the
program. For most students signing a
lease, renting furniture, and paying utility, phone, and food bills are new experiences.
Philidelphia is also a city rich in
cultural opportunities. The appreciation
and use of the city's many cultural
resources, including an active network of
theatres, public concerts, and frequent
free or low-cost events is one of the many
benefits of the program.
Students participating In full time programs while in Philidelphia e a r n 16 credit
hours during the semester; eight for field
study, four for the city seminar, and four
for the elective seminar. Tuition for the
Philidephia Semester is comparable to
that of any GLCA college.
How do students feel who have spent a
semester In Philidelphia? Most would
agree that It Is one of the most Important
college experiences, an experience that
cannot be stimulated on a college campus. For many, It Is the opportunity to experience both the Independence of living
In a metropolitan city and the responsibility of having a Job and paying a lot of

their living expenses.
The Philly Urban Semester has a
reputation for excellence and is an excellant learning program that is both
practical and adventurous.
If this article has sparked your interest,
don't hesitate to explore the possibility of
a semester off-campus. Remember, this
p r o g r a m is open to all s t u d e n t s
regardless of c a r e e r intentions. For
anyone it could be the chance to enhance
a college career by exploring new or existing educationa! and professional experiences.
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How to cope with exams
by James P. Motiff
Exam week will soon be here and so
will the stress that often accompanies
papers and tests. When we think about
why this time of the semester is so
stressful we probably readily think about
pressure-pressure to get papers finished,
exams studied for, and not enough time to
d
o I
t a
1
1 • .
A more subtle stressor Is ourself-we

stress and pressure ourselves with
thoughts that are not always so rational
and surely that are not helpful. MWlll I
succeed? I mean, succeed with an A." If
the prof doesn't give me an A, my GPA
will be such that I'll never get Into gradmed school, get a Job, be acceptable to
my p a r e n t s , to m y s e l f .
These overreactlve thoughts magnify

the stress and time pressure we already
feel. Self-doubts creep In. Anxiety builds.
With too much stress and anxiety, performance decreases. Concentration, studying, creative problem solving needed
for papers and tests all diminish. We
create our own defeat.
How to cope? Some students get into a
series of self-defeating coping strategies

ILL SBODT
BODE BDT-ESCE
HOW DOES BOOK BUY-BACK
WORK? There are t w o possibilitis for selling books at the
Bookstore. The first Involves
books being used at Hope in
the next semester (For these
we must have a WRITTEN order from the professor).
These books are bought at
60% of the purchase price for
hardcovers and 50% for paperbacks. The quantities are
sometimes limited by projected class enrollments and
the number of books the
bookstore already has on
hand.
For most college freshmen,
the end of the Fall Semester
Is the first experience they
will have w i t h book buy-back
at the Bookstore. Many students come from high schools
where books w e r e either
loaned free or- rented for a
small fee and they have become accustomed to returning all of their books at the
end of each semester. This is
not the case In college,
where books are purchased
outright by the student, and
resale values are determined
by a variety of market conditions, (for the uninitiated this
can sometimes be crude realization).
What follows are some of
the typical questions w e get
every year about book buyback with some answers that
we hope w i l l Increase your
understanding of how the
system works.
WHAT IS BOOK BUY-BACK?
Book buy-back (as opposed to
book refunds) is an opportunity for students to recover
some of the money they have
spent for course books which
they do not wish to keep in
their personal libraries. Book
buy-back is held during the
last two weeks of each semester and at that time
books are purchased by the
bookstore for the following
semester. This process recycles books f r o m those wishing to sell to those who
wishing to buy and allows the
bookstore to o f f e r used
books as w e l l as new ones.
r* -'vMi-s
wwr:&-vi t.r

The section option for selling
Is through the Follett Used
Book Co. The bookstore is an
agent for Follett and is authorized to pay the prices quoted
in their 'Blue book'. These
prices average about 25% of
the current retail price but
can vary widely depending on
the demand for that title.
Some books bring $8 or $10
while others are listed at as
low as 25t and 50'. In general
w e do not encourage students to sell books through
Follett unless it appears, that
the books have little chance
of being used again at Hope.

WHY WON'T THE BOOKSTORE
BUY ALL AAY BOOKS? The
most frequent answer to this
question is that the book has
gone into a new edition. Most
popular college texts are updated every 3 to 5 years, resulting in new editions. These
new editions usually come
into Immediate use, rendering the old editions obsolete. Old editions are rarely
purchased by either the
Bookstore or the Follett Used
Book Co.
There are also some books
discontinued at Hope which
have no national resale value
and therefore are not even
listed In the Follett buying
Guide (These books tend to
be SMALL PAPERBACKS OR
RELIGIOUS TITLES).
PLEASE REMEMBER there is
never a guarantee that textbooks purchased by students
will ever be usod again by
any instructor anywhere in
the country. Students should
not buy books w i t h the expectation of reselling everyone - that happens In very
few cases. The real value of
the book is obtained by
studying It carefully. If it can
be sold w h e n no longer
needed, then that is an extra
bonus.
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that Include Increased caffeine consumption to stay awake longer. Interrupted
sleep patterns occur with caffeine as we
stay up longer Into the night. Anxiety is
fueled by the overstimulation of caffeine,
nicotine, our fears and Irrational
thoughts. Anxiety Interferes with sleep.
We are on a downhill course to handling
the stress of this semester's end poorly.
Skipped meals. Junking out on high
sugar "foods" between meals, and not
taking the time to exercise causes stress
to increase. The body's systems begin to
show the wear and tear of too much
stress-immunity decreases-we are prone to getting sick and feeling worse.
While this scenario is often times
repeated by some students, others know
better ways to cope that enhance perf o r m a n c e a n d l e a d to s u c c e s s .
Here are some principles that many
successful students practice: 1) Develop
a reasonable time schedule for papers
and study and stick to it. 2) Think about
what is needed for a successful paper or
test before you leap into them. P r e p a r a tion, developing a good mind set, and
planning an efficient approach can save
much time. Think positively. You'll do
your best, and indeed that will be fine, acceptable, and something you can live
w
i
t
h
3) Realize that your professors and you
are on the s a m e side of wanting you to do
well and be successful. We a r e all
together in the process of discovering and
understanding God's world. 4) Spiritual
health aided by prayer and meditation
p r o v i d e h e l p and e n c o u r a g e m e n t .
5) Exercise for at least 20 minutes
daily-especially during stressful times.
6) E a t three meals per d a y - u s e s u g a r only in moderation. 7) Caffeine is a powerful
drug that requires careful use. More than
three cups of coffee (coke, no-doze, etc.)
can cause more h a r m than help
8) Schedule in enough sleep so your
body can function well. 9) Take relaxation breaks, listen to your body's needs
(biofeedback), and take time to relax and
g a i n in r e d u c i n g s t r e s s .
10) Be confident. If your body, mind,
and spirit a r e in good shape from good
diet, sound sleep, good study, and prayer,
you are ready for the challenge.
A Pullhc Se<v<* O* T>*5 NewSCMOf n n
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The dissonance of deterrence
by John Ratmeyer
I am responding to last week's article,
"Keeping Tomorrow from Being The Day
After", by Dan Stld. After reading the arIcle, 1 decided to present a different view
of our present dilemma.
The ABC presentation of "The Day
After" has significance tor us because It
compels us to think about the possible
consequences of using nuclear weapons. I
would agree that the quality of the production was not the best, simply because
It was f a r too mild. The large-scale
detonation of nuclear weapons would
result In conditions far worse! No, "The
Day A f t e r " was not well done. However,
In light of what most of us felt as we watched, it served to make a point of what
our Secretary of State called the "unacceptability" of nuclear war.
Yet, here is where the dilemma arises.
Many people believe that we need more
weapons to prevent nuclear war. And an
increasing number of people believe
otherwise. There can be no doubt that
everyone, wants to avoid the consequences of using nuclear weapons,
because all of us, all the people of the
earth, stand to become victims. We cannot argue otherwise in a world in which
there are 20,000 deliverable nuclear

warheads. This Is a concern which must
touch each and every one of us. Yet, we
are stuck. We cannot agree on how to prevent the horror none of us can conceive.
Why? Those who believe In nuclear
deterrence think the United States needs
more weapons. Those who do not believe
In nuclear deterrence think that we
shouldn't police ourselves with the very
weapons we want to avoid using. Nuclear
deterrence is based on the principle of
M.A.D., or Mutual Assured Destruction.
Many of you understand that this means
the 'other side' would never contemplate
using nuclear weapons because we have
the capability to return their fire, bomb
for bomb. This is the rationale of nuclear
deterrence. The assurance of mutual
destruction rests on the reality that we
can and are willing to do that which we
threaten. We must be willing to completely destroy the enemy if we are to prevent
the enemy from using nuclear weapons.
As for me, I must hastily dispense with
such notions. I am not willing to destroy
'them'. Let's stop talking about 'them'.
We are talking about people! People like
you and I stand to lose, as well as people
in positions of great power, all over the
world. 1 cannot believe in nuclear deter-

rence because of the contradiction It
demands of people. Nuclear deterrence
demands that we hold to two Irreconcilable purposes.
The first purpose Is to assure the survival of the human species, as well as of
all life as we know It. The assumption Is
that we can do this by frightening
everyone badly enough to prevent their
using nuclear weapons at all.
The second purpose Is to serve national
interests. Each nation threatens to use
nuclear weapons In order to defend Its
own Interests. Let us be very clear on this
point: we cannot both Intend to use
nuclear weapons to defend our nation's
interests and, at the s a m e time, not Intend to use them to assure that we will
continue to have any Interests, the
greatest of which seems to be life Itself.
We do not have two earths: one to blow up
and another to live on. Let us also be quite
aware that we can blow it up. If we have
the weapons, we can destroy ourselves.
Those who believe in nuclear deterrence counter by claiming that weapons
don't cause war. Why, then, do we have
nuclear weapons if we do not intend to use
them? That we have these weapons
reflects our attitudes of using them. That
we continue to increase their numbers in

our arsenals, already far In excess of
what Is needed to destroy everything, can
only confirm that we Intend to use them.
If we are all to s h a r e In the only Interest
that there can be In this matter-survlval-we must begin to behave accordingly. To
maintain huge stockpiles of nuclear
weapons, we must also maintain that the
threat of suicide Is necessary to continue
living. But to reduce the number of
nuclear weapons, we may begin to say
that we can be one world with one will,
that we all have an Interest In survival,
^ n d (hat. In fact, human beings have far
more hi common than not.
Lastly, I would ask you to consider one
thing as you think on these matters: love.
I know you love your family and youf
friends and your country. That is a given.
But, do you love the people of the Soviet
Union, even the few among millions who
control that nation's nuclear arsenal?
Although the Soviet government holds its
own citizens captive, do you love those
men and women in the Kremlin? How you
answer these questions will, in large part,
determine whether you choose life or
death, not only for yourself, but for the
world. I believe and hope you will choose
life.

Going overseas:
Britain to the U.S.
by Carla Johnson and Linda Spartln
Going to Britain may be one thing, but
returning to the States is quite another,
and not as easy as one might be inclined
to believe.
For one thing, the transition from lefthood back to righthood can be quite
frustrating. After months-of hitching
rides from the lefthand side of the road,
and riding in the passenger's seat on the
lefthand side of a car, the impression is
made. Left becomes the right way, and
America has a backward way of doing
things. Cars whiz along the roads with an
apparent lack of driver, having what appears to be an attentive passenger in the
right hand seat. Others contain drivers
gazing space-eyed out the side window, or
worse yet, juveniles interested only in
pursuing arguments with siblings in the
back seat. How they can manage the vehicle, much less mind the road is a
mystery.
Then there's the vocabulary problem.
J u m p e r s become sweaters as they travel
westward across the Atlantic, pants or
knickers transform into underwear.
Trousers become pants; pinafore dresses
become jumpers; waistcoats are vests.
In regards to food, chips are french
fries and biscuits a r e rolls, not waferlike
cookies. Crisps turn into chips; jelly is
jello; swedes are harvested as rutabagas,
while mushy peas a r e nonexistent. Tasty
food is no longer nice or gorgeous, but
merely good or delicious, maybe occasionally wonderful.
American beverages are bizarre. Soft
drinks aren't as bubbly, and the variety is
overwhelming. They are served very
cold, never at room t e m p e r a t u r e .
If one is gasping and asks for something
to remedy the situation, he-she will be
given a tums, not a large coffee to quench
his-her thirst. (The result is the same for
a request of a digestive. Tums are once
again produced, not a wholemeal cookie.)
If one fancies fags In the United States,

such a request gets not an intended
cigarette, but instead directions to San
Francisco.
Another major transition is the visit to
iff
^
a loo. Upon asking directions to a toilet on
the western shore of the Atlantic, one
receives a look of vague disgust, as
though a terribly uncouth, uncultivated,
PieUehesJ
nfishei
unjust,'and unheard of crime has just
been committed. Directions will be given
to a coom labeled " r e s t r o o m , " though it
without fail will possess a noticeable lack
of beds, cots, or m e r e sleeping bags for
that matter. And toilet paper has become
squeezably soft.
Most noticeable of all is the large scale
A
Haffi.
Texas-size everything. Cars are enormous, refrigerators, grocery stores,
streets-the same.
Grocery stores are a bit unique.
Americans apparently know little of tea,
for the biscuit section has been reduced to
a few measely shelves, not an entire aisle
from which to m a k e a selection.
On the other hand, the produce section
is enormous, and everything has been
prepackaged and prepriced, eliminating
the need to obtain a clerk to do so before
checkout. And the American salesperson
will repeatedly tell customers to "Have a
nice day," will bag one's goods, and thank
him for shopping at that particular store.
America is frlghteningly energetic;
shops, restaurants, even pubs (referred
to as " b a r s " ) are open until the wee hours
of the morning. One can pub crawl and
get pissed any time of the day or night.
• Alas, lassies and blokes, gone are the
days of safe hitchhiking, scones with clotted cream and Jam, drammles of good
Scotch whiskey, enchanting castles of the
past, rolling green hillsides, and, and,
and.'...
A definite experience. From a year
N
overseas to yet another overseas ex'
perience.
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'T ms the nijht before Christines — spastic style"
Anonymous
Twas the night before Halloween (oops, I meant Thanksgiving;
no...let me start over).
Twas the night before Christmas and all through the house, not
a creature was stirring, not even a mouse.
The stockings (not to be confused with hose) were hung (don't
worry, this isn't an execution) by the chimney (I guess they didn't
have clotheslines then) with care (so they wouldn't burn up) in
hopes (not to be confused with Hope students) that St. Nicholas
(that little fat man in the red suit-not to be confused with the
Catholic saints) soon would be there (that meant "el prompto"
because the kids were getting antsy--not to be confused wi>h Aunty
Margaret and Uncle Gordie, you know, the Van Wylens).
The children were nestled all snug in their beds (silly kids-don't
they know they have to spend all night studying?) while visions
(not prophecies, just visions) of sugar plums (not the fairies from
the Nutcracker Suite) danced (we would have written boogied,
but we'll let it go this time) in their heads (can you imagine sugar
plums dancing in your head and you couldn't take Tylenol).
And Mama (not your mama, just Mama) in her kerchief (hanky
maybe) and I in my cap had just settled down for a long winter's
nap (sounds like they're gonna hibernate doesn't it?).
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter (we thought it
was the neighbor getting ready to mow the grass); I sprang (that
meant his springs were extra bouncy) from my bed to see what
was the matter (wouldn't you if it was December 24 and the middle of the night and your neighbor was going to mow the lawn?).
Away to the window I flew (almost as fast as a flying Concord)
in a flash (Canon or maybe Minolta) tore open the shutters (he
must be really ticked), and threw up the sash (pretty gross, huh?
Luckily it wasn't Western's hash).
The moon ("Shine On Harvest Moon", Baby) on the crest (not
crusty) of the new fallen snow (get those cross-country skis
ready) gave a luster of midday to objects below (what a creative
mind this guy's got-pretty fancy wording if you ask us).
When what to my wondering eyes (I'm wondering more about
this guy and the neighbor mowing his lawn) should appear than a
miniature sleigh and eight (count 'em: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) tiny
reindeer.
With a little ol' driver (not a golf club) so lively and quick, I
knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.
More rapid than eagles his coursers (not to be confused with college classes) they came as he whistled and shouted and called
them by name: "Now Dasher, now Dancer, now Prancer and Vixen (what a fox). On Comet (not to be confused with Drano), on
Cupid (the naked one with the arrow), on Donner and Blitzen (not
a football rush)."
To the top of the porch (ritzy guy) to the top of the wall (not the
Great Wall of China, though). "Now dash away, dash away, dash
away (stutteringproblem) all!"

As dry leaves (not dry heaves even though the guy did throw up
his sashes) that before the wild hurricane fly when they meet with
an obstacle mount to the sky (didn't make much sense to us
either).
So up to the housetop the coursers they flew (again Concord
style- how else would he make it around the world so fast) with a
sleigh full of toys and St. Nicholas too (remember the little fat
man).
And then in a twinkle (is that like a wrinkle in time?) I heard on
the roof the prancing and pawing of each little hoof (I would hope
they're little if they're on the roof).
As I drew in my head and was turning around, down the
chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound (I hope they didn't just
clean their carpet).
He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot, and his
clothes were all tarnished (like silver) with ashes and soot.
A bundle of toys he had flung on his back and he looked like a
peddler just opening his pack.
His eyes how they twinkled (like the Star), his dimples how
merry, his cheeks were like roses (thorns included?) his nose like
a cherry (not cherry tomato, like the kind you eat on hot fudge
sundaes).
His droll little mouth was drawn up in a bow (pucker power,
man!), and the beard on his chin was as white as the snow (see,
you can't fool us Ridl, your beard's red).
The stump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth and the smoke it encircled his head like a wreath (halo-style).
He had a broad face (maybe he ran into a truck) and a little
round belly (you know what that's from--not beer-lack of exercise
and too many Christmas cookies) that shook when he laughed
(like jello when you jiggle it) like a bowl full of jelly (well, good
guess, huh?).
He was chubby and plump (like Winnie-the-Pooh), a right jolly
ol' elf, and I laughed when I saw him in spite of myself.
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head (coordination) soon
gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
He spoke not a word but went straight to his work (either he's
very shy or stuck up).
He filled all the stockings then turned with a jerk (no, we're not
calling Santa a jerk), and laying a finger aside of his nose (emphasis placed on ASIDE not INside) and giving a nod up the
chimney he rose.
He sprang to his sleigh, to his team (not of volleyball players)
gave a whistle and away they all flew like the down of a thistle.
But I heard him exclaim ere (not error) he drove out of sight
(GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS, not) HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT! (where's Rudolph this whole
time?)
.
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r SAC Hitlist
For those of you who haven't seen
Animal House. Let me give a brief rundown of the plot. National Lampoon
magazine presents an uproarious satire
of " f r a t " life in the early sixties. Set ont
iie campus of a small private college
(sound familiar?), the picture takes us into two fraternity houses: the well-i
groomed, sophisticated Omegas and the
Delta house, which is such a collection of
misfits, slobs, and rule breakers that the
Dean dedicates himself to running them
off campus. John Beliishi stars as Bluto
who leads his brothers in the energetic
and relentless revenge against the hotshot frat house next door. Animal House
is one of the best comedies ever! Shows
Friday, December 9 at 7:00, 10:00, and
midnight in Winants Auditorium. Admission is $1.50 with ID.
Bedazzled is a hilarious British comedy
starring Dudley Moore (in one of his first
films), Peter Cook, and Raquel Welch.
It's a run-through of the faust legend.
Faust, played by Dudley Moore, is a shy
short-order cook who can't make it with
his favorite waitress without a little help
from his friends. Cook is the friendly devil
who, for the usual fee. offers to help by
giving him seven wishes. Moore uses all
of his wishes in a series of wild comedy
episodes. Cook and Moore went on as a
comedy team for years before splitting up
in the U n i t e d S t a t e s . B e d a z z l e c
represents some of their best work, it
shows Saturday at 7:30 in Winants
Auditorium. Admission is $1.00 with ID.

The second half of The Moliere Project, The Would-Be Gentleman (Photo by John Gardner)
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Student recital presented tonight
Tonight, at 7:00 p.m. in Dimnent
Chapel, the music department will present a Student Recital.
Scheduled to perform are:
Jeff Moore, Oboe; Steve Mork, Oboe;
Dan Friedly, English horn; Lauria Majchrzak, Mezzo-soprano; Sara Hooker,
Pianist; Rebecca Milas, soprano; Lois

Furry, Oboe; Lynette Tuggy, Pianist;
Philip Gerrish. Violin; Ann Sly, Oboe;
and Nancy Burrink, Piano.
Accompianists a r e :
Paula Oitker, Marjorie Fabrici, Beth
Hall, and Lynette Tuggy.
Admission is free.
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Margie O'Klatner pictured in The Forced Marriage (Photo by John Gardner)

to be recorded
by John North
Chapel Choir, College Chorus and Sym- Vespers. Combined with a recording of
phonette will be spending their Thursday Vespers two years ago, the albumn
evening recording the songs of this y e a r ' s should be available in the Spring.
^Conductor Rltsema suffers from constipation during annual Vespers concert, ajewski).

Traditional Vespers concert held
by John North
Once again, Hope College welcomed the
Christmas season with the traditional
Vespers Concert, held this past weekend
In Dlment Chapel.
With the Chapel so appropriately
decorated and quite full for all four performances, the Chapel Choir and College
Chorus, under the direction of Roger

Rletberg, and the Symphonette, under the
direction of Robert Rltsema, gave
beautiful performances. The Chapel
Choir, In the gallery, performed such
songs as "A Spotless R o s e " and
"Shepherds Shake off Your Drowsy
Sleep."
The College Chorus, up in front of the

Chapel, performed , 4 0 Come, O Come Immanual" In addition to others and both
choirs together performed "Lullay my
Liking". The Symphonette, also at the
front of the Chapel, performed "Lo How A
Rose E r ' Blooming".
Performances by all three groups, with
the help of soloists In certain songs, did in-

deed make the Christmas feeling prevail.
Vespers was not only a concert of
beautifully performed music, but was
also a great way to start off the Christmas
holiday.
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Rich • w® haven't teen your t o w e l rack lately.
How's it holding up0.

To all KAPPA CHI's: Thanks for helping m e
l u r v i v e l My survival wishes are w i t h you dur-

To reserve your spot for a cruise In the

ing finals week. Keep your minds on January

dragon-wagon call Chuck at 335-2006. Front
seat ticket still available.
"
*
v
Derrick • Baby blue never looked so good.

when I'll be back to disrupt those orderly
meetings! HAPPY HOLIDAYSH Missing you
all, the Pilly Chaplain

Hope your new pseudo roomate enioys the
view.

R.H. I think you're lying

Dreeze • Do you really sleep w i t h the boys0

SIB's Rock the basement of Gilmore Friday
night!

JM, The end isn't in sight, but work on through
the night anyway.

vacation! We luv ya (most of the t i m e ! ) L.A.

The Gum-Demon strikes again!

and the rabbits

Hey Anne and Susan, how does it feel to have
your name in print 0 C.
John North. You sleeze! Love ya, JoAnn

-

1st and 2nd floor Kollen: Have a wonderful
P.S. January is be kind to

animals month, okay 0
Lost: small dog, light brown color. Her name is
Mickey and she has short hair. She also is
wearing a narrow collar. She disappeared at

Beth Ann H.. Keep your ESP mind o p e n ! ! !

about 10:00 a.m. Wednesday, November 30.

Melinda C. Better watch out for those banners

Last seen on llth Street between library and

during vespers -they can give you an a w f u l
headache.

Peale Science building. If found PLEASE con-

Hey Tim L , Do you wanna go to Toledo this

tact Orma Kander Kooi at 244 College Ave. or
call 392-8410. Thank you

. • •;

weekend and have dinner at Hobos on Easter
Bunny Ave. N Ha! Ha!

Pamo • You sounded beautiful this w e e k e n d !

Merry Christmas Kappa Chi's. Have a wonderful b r e a k ! MRA

Jedi, Banana, Lee, Laser, Moo, and Animal;

Newsflash: Chapel Choir recording hits Top

I'm proud of you. Love ya! Jenne

m

Have a wonderful next semester! Snac-Pac00
C H O W ! ! ! Love, T-Bagger

Ten. Sells more copies than Michael Jackson's
THRILLER Good L u c k ^ V.P.

Halo Les-lt's almost over! New Jersey here w e
come. Les

IT'S OVER EVERYONE!!!

Ringbearer-We must begin our search for the
promise in the sand. Ruth

Happy Birthday Rhonda!
Dove--You say it's like a bick only dackwards (

Hope beat Concordia last Saturday, 95-66. Pictured is Steve Majerle. (Photo
courtesy of the Milestone).

Loi-Hove you been visited by the wandering
"S" lately? Jobie.

Mark--Stick to it, stud.
Jeff • How can you get "69" out of John Milton 0

Mother always knew you'd marry

Beware of the Gordon Bennetts

Bearman: Make your bed...

Nuke Dave Van Dyke

Moosehead f o r e v e r ! !

UZI's do it hotter and faster

Ruth: Are you really gonna marry that boy
someday?? Scarface

Kent - seen familiar faces at the movies 0
What

Christmas

was

meant

to

be:

The

Christmas Experience. 321 Voorhees
You

haven't

seen

Christmas

until

you've

visited the Christmas Experience, Room 321
Voorhees
What

are

the

Picklehead?
nice....

colors

Green

for

and

your

wedding

green??

a nice

kosher boy, picklehead.

Sounds

Rick Dernburger - Thanks for all the talks,

Pa:

Will

you

be

my

maid

of

honor??

Remember the 3 second movie-well, it starts
here^-Alber*
Picklehead to wed. A blessing on your head.
Mar: They are
honey?? Ruthie
Kimba-Will
frisbee?

you

sooo

EVER

pretty.
\
learn

Aren't

to

they

throw

a

Big Fat: Matchmaker, Matchmaker.

hugs, and support you've given me these past
2 weeks. Especially Sunday night. I love ya and I really appreciate it—you know who!
HOW'S YOUR ASPEN0
and

Vail

corduroy

Aspen
ski

caps

make

great

Christmas gifts! Call x 6385 or stop by Kollen
135.
Attn: 86 PULLERS, Mon., December 12 is LAST
CHANCE to order your TEAM PICTURE. Color 8
x 10 only $4. Contact TOM x63l7 for further

Melissa-Friday night was fun. can't wait till
Saturday night. John.
Ward: I think Wally took Picklehead to the
movies for free. They still aren't back. Leave it
to Picklehead.
NEWSFLASH...After wishing 2546 students a
Merry

Christmas.

Picklehead

collapses

in

glove from lock of dill. Details at 11.
Rest in peace our little picklehead.

details--Don't be one of the few without one.

Pregnant woman eats Picklehead with a dish

TYPING--Outstanding quality. Pica or Elite

of icecream.
stomach.

type, fast service, corrections made if needed.
Only $1 per page. Call Patti, 335-2835.
JANET KINNEY. WENCH. You did a good iob.
Love,Jo

Poor

Cuke

freezes

in

Beth: The Moosehead IS in this issue. Can YOU
find it???
Anchor party Friday. You know the place.
Pickleheads and beer will be served. .

the next to get it from Melinda. I already
know how it feels. JMN

Is Picklehead REALLY dead or is it just a figment of our imagination?

Drew • Nice job this past weekend in Vespers.

John: These adhesive strips are leaving
revealing marks on my body. How will I ex-

CAMPBELL,

Love

your

pastel

Christmas decorations. Can w e borrow them

plain this to my husband? the g's who l.o.

sometime 0 The two corousers that you love so

To the

much DEAR. MERRY CHRISTMAS, HO HO HO.

picklehead bit you and use vaseline intensive
care.

Jenny, Jenny, who can I turn to 0
Make someone happy by calling 392-6064 and
wishing him a HAPPY BIRTHDAYt H.N.
A mis closes de practica: ! F e l i i Novidad! Con
amor, Cindy
SIB's-Merry Christmas!

Have a wonderful

Todd Shulling shoots
(Photo courtesy of the Milestone).

big

JoAnn. I think w e better watch out you may be

MELINDA

Steve Majerle goes for a basket.
Tod Gugino is pictured behind him.
(Photo courtesty of the Milestone).

g's

who

l.o.:

Tell

your

husband

John North is hosting a bridal shower for
picklehead. If you are a friend and w o u l d like
to attend this shower-please get hold of John
and Dave.
Picklehead:Sprinkle them with sugar and call

(\liris tmoA
ront

tlie ancnor
lior staff

